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"Education is global, educating is local. Common
Ground summarizes the leadership and eﬀorts of
CIEE study abroad students across diﬀerent cities,
countries and cultures. e result is an amazing
collection of articles capturing their experiences,
united by an appreciation to expand their horizon
and truly immersed in the locales where they
learned, lived and dined!
Kenneth Choo
Regional Director of Operations, CIEE Paciﬁc Rim

We are happy to share Common Ground’s Fall 2017 edition with you. For our third
volume, we chose to navigate our study abroad experiences through the lens of food.
With contributors from Wollongong to Khon Kaen, Common Ground has explored
food and found it to be a testament of its universal power to tell stories about every
culture.
Over countless meals, we students have ﬁlled our bellies, minds and hearts with the
ﬂavors of our host countries’ unique histories and cultures. We’ve chewed on topics
such as the environment, politics, innovation and technology in enthralling
conversations over the dinner table. Exchanging ideas like these has allowed us to
connect with some incredible individuals from our host communities and compelled
us to record our own insight on matters from the future of cricket consumption to
globalization’s impact on local cuisines.
Now we oﬀer them to you.
Please enjoy the samples we have gathered from four countries and ﬁve cities. Dessert
will be provided.
Yours,

e Common Ground Editorial Team
2
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Tom Yum in My Tum

Yum!

By Hannah Hoﬀman & Andy Pham,
Macalester College, CIEE Khon Kaen

A raw and unscripted review of
ailand’s famous dish-- the decadent
and scrumptious Tom Yum Noodle
Soup.

Meet the Critics:

Hannah: A self-deﬁned quirky girl who
prides herself on making the foods she
eats as spicy as humanly possible. A
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delicious meal usually results in a one-

Andy: e boy with enough spunk to

woman show, featuring an interpretative

match Hannah’s quirk. He tends to over-

dance and an original rendition of the

exaggerate and hype up anything that has

Star Spangled Banner. is act is oen

to do with food. Every meal has somehow

described as a “quirk attack.”

been “the best thing he’s had in his life.”

"Mmmmmmmm
mmmmmmmm"
perfect winter snack.
Now I’m going to mix it up a bit. Let me taste the bah
mee-- that’s yellow noodles.
A: Mmm. Such good texture. Chewy.
H: Not my favorite noodle. Not the chewiest noodle I’ve
had, but still good.

e Review:
Hannah: We have ventured into the University’s Faculty of
Education. We’re at some restaurant. It’s called Uncle Nui’s
Pork Noodles. We got the tom yum. We watched him mix
into this bowl.

Andy: MSG, some milk, scallions, broth.
H: ey mixed it in and poured in some noodles.
So now we’re gonna try this tom yum. Ready?
A: Let’s do it.
H: I’m gonna taste the broth ﬁrst.
A: Me too.
Together: Mmmmmmm! at’s so good!
A: Nice and warm.
H: I put a lot of spice in it though.
A: A little kick to it. Very rich. It has a nice body to it.
H: Salty, ﬂavourful. Mhmm.
A: I can drink this all day. It’s very comforting.

A: You like sen lek more, right?
H: No, I actually do like bah mee, but I like it better when
it’s chewier.
A: e pork is super so.
H: Mmm.
A: is is so good. So good.

"Shit man. Spicy."
A: “Mmmmm.”
H: Mhmm. ere’s some peanuts in here. I love it when
peanuts are on top. Adds a little crunch.
A: e scallions are so nice.
H: And the fried garlic too!
A: ere’s ground pork too, which I love.
H: Yeah! I like that they do the two diﬀerent kinds of pork.

(Slurps)

H: If it was snowing outside right now, it would be the
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China's
Crazy
delacacies
By Melissa Soong, Northeastern University,
CIEE Shanghai
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What is the craziest thing
you have ever eaten?
China is known for a variety of delicacies from across the country—some
making your mouth water, others making you question if you even have
an appetite anymore. While these bizarre treats might come from all
regions, the majority of the “unusual” ones actually come from Southern
China. ere is an old saying in Guangzhou, a southern province: “If it
walks, ﬂies, swims, or crawls with its back to Heaven, it must be edible.”
is region is the central hub for all things crazy—from monkey brain to
dog. Why? Because the Chinese believe that all foods, in all forms, carry
a certain type of power to increase one’s life energy. ese strange and
uncommon animal parts that are normally wasted in Western cultures
are believed to have valuable health beneﬁts for the Chinese.
Additionally, using every part of the animal has become ingrained into
the Chinese culture. So as a brave soul, I decided to try some of the most
popular foods that tend to make your nose crinkle just thinking about
them. Here are my thoughts:

Stinky Tofu
is is a classic dish that makes most
foreigners go, “Ew,” hence the word
stinky. Originating from Taiwan, this
fermented bean curd traveled from
mainland China before becoming
what is now known as stinky tofu.
is common street food is found in
most regions of mainland China,
and
the
smell
is
easily
distinguishable. Let’s just say, the

stench is deﬁnitely memorable.
Stinky tofu is deep fried and served
with a thick, brown, special sauce on
top. In my opinion, the sauce covers
up the stench pretty well. e sauce
is a mixture of soy sauce, vinegar and
sometimes chili oil. I took a couple
of bites, but I really could not
tolerate the smell. e taste was
alright, though!
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Chicken Feet
e Chinese believe chicken feet are
good for your health—especially a
clear complexion. e amount of
collagen in this delicacy keeps your
skin rejuvenated and refreshed. With
that said, chicken feet are served
numerous ways. e claws are cut oﬀ
and enjoyed cold or hot and typically
served at Cantonese style dim sum
restaurants. It's a dish for food lovers
who enjoy the crunchy cartilage, skin
and bone. I personally enjoyed the cold
chicken feet dish because the ﬂavor
was savory and delicious. It was,
however, a hassle to eat.
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Pig Feet
Pig feet have become known as an antiaging superfood. Like chicken feet, pig
feet are rich in collagen, which means
that they are the key to make your hair

and skin look healthier. is popular
Chinese snack is braised for hours
until the meat is sweet and tender. e
large brown pig knuckle is about the
size of a human ﬁst, and the taste? It’s
tender, juicy and ﬂavorful. When
cooked correctly, the meat and skin fall
right oﬀ the bone and into your
mouth. Mmm. is is one of my
favorite dishes.

open up the head and eat the inside.
e ﬂavor was too spicy for me to
handle, so I just gave up on this dish.
All in all, China is a hub for crazy
animal parts and delicacies. Although
they seem wild, you should consider
trying some of these treats on your
next trip throughout China. You never

Rooster + Rabbit Head
Rooster head and rabbit head are
famous delicacies in Chengdu, the
capital of the Sichuan Province. e
province is known for its traditional
spicy foods and hot pot. e rooster
dish is pretty much the savory skin on
top of a rooster’s head—on a skewer. It
kind of slid down my throat, but it
wasn't bad. Is it something I would
crave? Probably not anytime soon. On
the other hand, citizens of the Sichuan
Province have eaten rabbit head for
generations.Using gloves, they pry
open the skill and slurp down the
contents. When I tried the rabbit head,
I wasn't informed of how to eat it. I ate
around the outside, but I didn't know
until now that you were supposed to

know, maybe something will surprise
you! Beyond these crazy delicacies,
there are so many amazing foods to try
in China. e point is, be adventurous,
step outside of your comfort zone and
try something new!
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A Brief Guide to Survival
By Jenna Morgan, CIEE Shanghai
Useful words, phrases and tips to help you navigate dinner tables
across Shanghai. ey helped me along the way and hopefully they
can help you too!

我饿了

Wo e le
I’m hungry

我渴了 我吃饱了
Wo ke le
I'm thirsty

Wo chi bao le
I'm full

Fu wu yuan
Waiter

Qing wen
Excuse me, may I ask...

服务员 请问

这里最火的菜是什么 点菜
Zhe li zui huo de cai shi shen me
What’s the most popular dish here?

这个菜有肉吗

Zhe ge cai you rou ma
Does this dish have meat in it?
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Dian cai
I would like to order...

我不吃

Wo bu chi
I do not eat...

蔬菜

水

面条

茶

Shu cai
Vegetables

Mian tiao
Noodles

肉

Shui
Water

Cha
Tea

少龙包

Shao long bao
Shanghai specialty
buns filled with meat

可乐

豆腐

饺子

酒

我买单

包子

米饭

我要

莲菜

Rou
Meat

Jiaozi
Dumplings

Bao zi
Buns

Wo yao
I want...

Ke le
Coke

Jiu
Alcohol

Dou fe
Tofu

茄子

Qie zi
Eggplant

Wo maid dan
I would like to pay.

Mi fan
Rice

Lian cai
Lotus root
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General Tips:
Carry around tissues: Many
restaurants do not provide napkins,
and sometimes they will charge you
if you ask for some.
Tap water in China is not safe to
drink unless you boil it; either buy
bottled water or boil the water if you
have the option to.
Every restaurant—at least in
Shanghai— has a cleanliness rating.
Be wary of red ratings.
In China, it is not rude to loudly call
for the waiter at a restaurant. If you
are ready to order, do not be afraid
to call for a waiter. Otherwise, you
could be waiting for a long time.
A lot of meals in China are served
“family style,” both in restaurants
and at home, so you will be sharing a
lot of larger dishes and may very well
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be using the same chopstick to take
the food and eat. If that bothers you,
communicate with others at the table
and ask them to either use the other
side of their chopsticks or separate
utensils to put the food on your bowl
of rice.
While in the U.S., spitting out food
at the table is rude; in China it is
acceptable and happens oen.
Tipping is not required at any
restaurant in China.
If you want to try hot pot, bring a
large group to share the price since it
is on the more expensive side.
People in China tend to chew loudly
and with their mouths open. It’s not
considered rude to do either, but if
you don’t want to “do as the Roman’s
do,” it’s not rude to do the opposite.

Living with a Chinese host family:
Always ask to help set up the table,
cook and/or clean up. My host
family has always insisted on doing it
themselves, but they—and any host
family for that matter—will be
grateful if you do ask.
Compliment your host parents’
cooking.
Be straightforward with any dietary
restrictions.
If you really hate a certain food or
dish, ﬁnd a way to tell those who
cooked it nicely. Or tell them you
have an allergy.
Family dinners are served “family
style,” which means you are sharing
the food with everyone. Try to take a
little from every plate and not a lot
from just one.
Only take what you know you will
eat from the shared dishes in the
center, and try to ﬁnish your bowl of
rice. Chinese people do not like
wasting food.

On the topic of being vegetarian:
Meat is a very large part of the
Chinese diet, and it is sometimes
diﬃcult to ﬁnd dishes that contain
no meat.
Some of my favorite vegetable dishes
are:
Lotus root
Vegetable dumplings
Eggplant (Chinese eggplant is
delicious)
Vegetable Chinese buns
Tofu
Edible black fungus
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Going “Entomophagous”
By Sarah E Wright, George Washington University,
CIEE Khon Kaen
From Greek éntomon, "insect" and phagein, "to eat"
Follow my quest to discover the protein of the future.
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For many years, the people living in the

backgrounds did and, to an extent, still is.

Northeast of ailand, known as Isaan,

However, cricket production has recently

have eaten insects as a cheap and rather

grown into a substantial industry for a

tasty source of protein and nutrition. e

wider market of consumers in Isaan.

most commonly consumed insects in

Cricket snacks can even be found in local

Isaan are crickets, and they come in

7-11 stores. People in Isaan went from

many diﬀerent sizes, colors and even

catching crickets in the wild, to raising

ﬂavors. Crickets contain as much, if not

them strategically in large concrete bins

more protein and nutrients as traditional

in order to turn a proﬁt. I began to

sources of protein and cost less to

wonder, “Are insects the protein of the

produce.

future?”

Historically, eating crickets whole was

My journey began on a foggy Tuesday

something that people from poorer

morning in October. I took a trip to a

local market in Khon Kaen to visit a man

Khon Kaen Agriculture Occupation

named Tawanchai Khumphuwiang, who

Promotion and Development Center,

has been in the business of selling insects

which became the second stop on my

for 10 years. When I arrived, Tawanchai

quest to see if insects really are a food of

had out a selection of three diﬀerent

the future. During my visit, I spoke with

insects: white cricket, black cricket and

the director of the center, Vashira

silkworm larvae. Tawanchai informed

Jitsjumsri. e work of the center focuses

me that the insects were sold “half

on promoting raising insects as an

cooked,” and then consumers were free to

occupation and provides workshops,

cook and season the insects however

demonstrations and even bugs to get

they pleased. He said that most people

farmers started.

deep-fry the insects and enjoy them as a
snack food. Another popular way to eat
them is by making soup.
Several customers came by as I spoke
with Tawanchai, and it was interesting to

I began to wonder,
“Are insects the
protein of the future?”

ﬁnd out that many people who purchase
insects from Tawanchai’s stand then go

According to Vashira, ailand is the

and sell them somewhere else. e insect

prime location to raise crickets due to the

economy in Isaan has quite the line of

climate of the region. If crickets were to

buyers and sellers. Tawanchai is not

be raised anywhere else, they would need

himself the farmer of these insects. He

special temperature-controlled homes.

buys most of his crickets around Khon

When I asked Vashira about the future of

Kaen and other more rare varieties from

the insect economy, he expressed that

the border of ailand.

there are problems with the market. e
international market is slim and there is

e insect economy in Isaan, especially

not a market for mass production locally

in Khon Kaen, seems to be on the rise.

either. e crickets produced in and

is is due in part to the work of the

around Khon Kaen have to be sold to a
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middleman, taken elsewhere and then

emissions.

dispersed from there.
Aer my visit with Vashira, I had one
Another important aspect of eating

more stop to make in order to see what it

insects that Vashira conﬁrmed: there are

really looked like to produce crickets.

many advantages to eating insects when

Ever since my eyes were opened to the

compared to other animals. Insects have

economy of insects in ailand, the term

a shorter lifespan than a cow, for

“bug village” had been on my radar.

example, meaning less money has to be
protein.

When I ﬁrst pulled up, I quickly knew

Additionally, the process of raising

that this was not just any village in

insects

the

ailand because I was greeted by a giant

environment because it takes up much

statue of a cricket. is village is unique

less

contributes

because raising crickets is the primary

substantially less to greenhouse gas

occupation of most people in the

spent
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to
is

arable

produce
much
land

the
better
and

for
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community: Sixty-seven out of 102

farming crickets for about ﬁve years and

households

says he makes a reliable income, even

raise

crickets.

Walking

through the village, I heard the chirping

enough to have savings.

of crickets and saw screened-in areas
behind houses ﬁlled with concrete bins

When I was done talking with Sutham, a

about three by three meters in area.

woman welcomed me into her house
where she had prepared black crickets,
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While I was in the village, I sat down

white crickets and a cricket chili paste. I

with one of the cricket farmers, Sutham

thought to myself, “Am I really about to

Sriboomruang. He informed me that he

eat crickets?” I thought about it. Seeing

began

the

everyone around me eating them, I

headman of the village began to do so

realized that these crickets are an

and was successful. Sutham was a rice

excellent source of nutrients and I should

farmer before and struggled to make a

not be so hesitant to eat them. Having

decent income. Now, he has been

been raised in a society where eating

farming

crickets

when

insects is taboo, I had to part with the

marketing insects as a sustainable protein

mindset that eating insects was outside of

through cricket powder and cricket ﬂour.

the norm. People all around the world

Hopefully, these types of forward-

have been eating insects for generations,

thinking actors will enable entomophagy

so why shouldn’t I?

to spread further into the global market.

Furthermore, entomophagy very well

My quest opened my eyes to the world of

may be an answer to many of the world’s

entomophagy.

current concerns about the environment
and the urgent issue of feeding the

I went entomophagous. Will you?

growing world population. Crickets and
many other insects usually go unnoticed
as a viable food source. But some
companies, such as Eco Insect Farming
based in Chiang Mai, are uniquely
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My Addiction to La Jiao
By Connor Doyle, University of Notre Dame, CIEE Beijing
Hi, I’m Connor, and I am addicted to La Jiao.
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e ﬁrst step in dealing with
addiction is to acknowledge that the
addiction is present. I recently have
come to terms with my serious
addiction to Chinese hot sauce, and I
have recently done some serious
reﬂection on how this addiction
came to be.

meat that were fattier and oen
more ﬂavorful. And ﬁnally, at every
table, there was a clear jar with a
small serving spoon that contained
red chilli pepper in a ﬁery oil. I
quickly learned that this is called “La
Jiao,” and it was everywhere in
China.

Leaving America was tough. It
meant saying goodbye to my friends,
my family, my dog, my car, my
community and-- worst of all-- my
Tabasco sauce. When the ﬁrst group
of American students, myself
included, arrived in China, we were
pampered with many meals. ere
were several things that really stood
out to me from those ﬁrst few
authentic Chinese meals. All of the
meals were “family style.” e meats
were in smaller cuts than I was used
to and much more interesting.
Instead of a boring cut of breast or
leg from a chicken, pig or cow, many
of the dishes contained strips of

In the early days, La Jiao was fun. I
loved having my own serum of hot
sauce at Qing Feng restaurants all
over China where I would cover each
and every bite of dumpling or
steamed bun in La Jiao. When
enjoying a steamy bowl of Beijing’s
famous Zha Jiang noodles, I always
made sure to add a generous scoop
of La Jiao before embarking on my
delicious journey. When travelling to
diﬀerent regions of China, I was
overwhelmed to try all of the new
cuisines and overjoyed to see similar
jars of La Jiao sitting on every table
in every restaurant. In fact, when in
Shanghai and Nanjing, I fell in love

with Xiao Long Bao, a small
dumpling ﬁlled with hot soup and
meat. And nothing enhanced the
Xiao Long Bao ﬂavor explosion
better than a good dip into La Jiao.
On a trip to Qingdao, an Eastern
coastal city known for its light and
delicious seafood, I made sure to add
a bit of La Jiao to every shrimp and
and ﬁsh ﬁllet I ordered. I even had
the opportunity to dip a fried stick of
Octopus in La Jiao. La Jiao was
everywhere in China, and I loved it.

made the Zhou worth eating.

e greatest part about La Jiao is its
versatility; it goes well with
everything. If I ordered a dish at a
restaurant and did not enjoy it, I
didn’t have to be rude to employees
or the people I was eating with. I
knew that in situations like these, I
had La Jiao, which with a nice slather
could mask the taste of any bland
food. It proved to be useful quite
oen. Breakfasts at school usually
consisted of a ﬂavorless Chinese
porridge called Zhou. I found it so
tasteless that I made a habit of
mixing in a few scoops of La Jiao
with each bowl. e spicy sauce
jump-started my mornings and

La Jiao was
everywhere in China,
and I loved it.

Midway through the semester I
noticed myself heaping more and
more La Jiao on plates of fried rice
and soups before I even began
eating. I got to a point where I had to
“re-dose” my food with La Jiao
several times while getting through a
meal. I pushed on and kept
reassuring myself that all of this was
good for my nasal passages and
skin.

ere was a time when I was really
alarmed. I was eating hot pot, a
family-style meal where raw meats
and vegetables are cooked in boiling
broths. I had the option of making
my own sauce to dip the cooked
meats and veggies in. e area to
make the sauce had a plethora of
oils, peppers, nuts, vegetables and
even some premixed sauces. All
these options looked great, but I
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somehow returned to my table with
a bowl that was 90 percent La Jiao.
Who had I become? I gazed at all of
my friends’ sauces-- colorful and
varied in ﬂavor and aroma. What
was I doing? I had let La Jiao take
over every meal and item on my
plate. Whether a ﬂavorless bowl of
Zhou or Beijing’s famous Peking
Roast Duck, the common thread of
my culinary experience had become
a spicy slathering of La Jiao whose
ﬂavors dominated the entire dish.
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I had hit rock bottom.
I am in recovery. It has been a long
and diﬃcult process, but I’m proud
to say that I’m on my way out. In the
meantime, I seem to be developing
an aﬃnity for Cu, or Chinese vinegar
sauce.
But that story’s for another time.

By Leanne Dyson, Northeastern
University, CIEE Shanghai
You’ve arrived in Shanghai, China,
the most populated city in the world.
You’ll ask yourself, where should I

Shanghai
Snacks
XiaoLongBao (Soup Dumplings)

begin? What iconic destinations

Possibly the most famous Shanghai snack

should I visit? But most importantly,

is xiaolongbao or “juicy steamed buns.” A

what should I eat?

xiaolongbao is a small steamed bun with a

Here are three iconic Shanghai foods

thin, nearly transparent skin surrounding a

you must try.

ball of ground pork and broth. ese baos
are steamed in a bamboo tray and cooked
until the gelatin in the pork lling melts
oﬀ, gathering inside the bao. When eating
xiaolongbao, feel free to dip the bao into

Chinese Mitten Crab

Zhenjiang vinegar, but be careful not to

e Chinese mitten crab is a delicacy and

break the skin, which can result in all the

a must-try if you are visiting anytime

treasured

soup

owing

out.

between September and November, as
hairy crabs are only available a few
months of the year. e Chinese mitten
crab, or “Shanghai hairy crab,” is a
popular dish in Shanghai is named aer
the black furry hair located on their
pincers. Female Chinese mitten crabs
have a circular segment, while males have
a V-shaped segment on the bottom of
their bodies and tend to be larger and
hairier. Female hairy crabs are preferred
over

male

possess

hairy

more

crabs

layers

on

because

they

their

shell,

allowing them to produce more energy
and therefore have more

avor. ese

crabs are typically steamed and eaten with

Shengjian Mantou
A

popular

street

food

in

Shanghai,

Shengjian mantou are buns ﬁlled with pork
and gelatin that are ﬁrst pan fried and then
steamed, which keeps the bottom of the
bao crispy while the top remains chewy.
e mantou is commonly referred to as a
mix between a traditional bao and a
xiaolongbao. As the shengjian mantou
cooks, the gelatin in the pork ﬁlling melts
and becomes soup. Commonly eaten as
breakfast or a quick snack, these baos are a
popular choice for both locals and tourists.

vinegar and ginger sauce or yellow wine.
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Globalization in Shanghai
BY MARGARET GACH, Georgetown University, CIEE Shanghai
Whether you travel 49 ﬂoors to the tallest revolving restaurant or sit
shoulder-to-shoulder with locals slurping soup dumplings, you could
live in Shanghai for years and never have to repeat a meal.
In a metropolis with over 1,000 skyscrapers and millions of residents, a
craving for “Chinese food” is no problem. However, simply deﬁning
the city’s cuisine with those two words, “Chinese food,” misses the
important and inevitably delicious details of Shanghai. It’s a city
marinated in global culture-- a blend of Shanghai natives, migrants
from every corner of China, and foreigners from every corner of the
world.

A Taste of the World
When deﬁning regional “Shanghai”
cuisine, a certain ﬂavor comes to
mind: something relatively sweet and
light with fresh seafood and a rice
base. e seafood and rice staples
come from the city's geographic
position: “Shanghai” literally means
“on the sea.” Eastern and southern
China depends more on rice grown in
warm, wet paddies than the noodles
made from wheat in the colder, drier
North. In reality, Shanghai has never
really been limited by its location. For
almost two centuries, “Shanghai
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culture” and “Shanghai cuisine” have
transcended the physical boundaries
of the city proper to incorporate both
intra- and international customs into
one, dynamic, global city. ere is
almost no easier— and deﬁnitely no
tastier— way to tour this dynamism
than by eating your way through it.
But before you grab your chopsticks,
we should dig in to some of the city’s
unique history to understand just
how a small ﬁshing village became
one of the world’s most globalized
metropoles. Aer the last dynasty of

China, when the nation lost the
Opium Wars to Great Britain, it was
forced to unlock Shanghai’s ports for
foreign trade. By 1846, the British
“Concession” — a territory within a
country that is administered by a
foreign entity — was formally
opened. is concession was quickly
followed by the French, Germans and
Americans who all swooped in to
grab a valuable piece of the Chinese
pie— or moon cake (whichever you
prefer).
is early Western inﬂuence was not
necessarily welcomed, yet it began the
development of the village into an
international center of industry and
ﬁnance. By the 1920s, Shanghai had
been labeled the “Paris of the East”
and was a powerhouse of art, dance,
food and general opulence both for
Chinese people and internationals.
is continued until the concessions
were abandoned in the face of the
Japanese invasion in World War II,
forcing Shanghai’s massive potential

to lay latent until the economic
reforms of the 1980s.

By the 1920s, Shanghai had
been labeled the “Paris of the
East” and was a powerhouse
of art, dance, food and
general opulence both for
Chinese people and
internationals
e Melting (Hot)Pot
I found the side gate just a few days
into orientation week during an
attempt to map the fastest route to
the Metro. Our dorm, though
fortunately (and also dangerously)
close to the cafeteria, was nestled in
the back of the campus, the furthest
point from the clean, convenient and
chaotic subway station that acted as
our gateway to the rest of the city.
It was in this discovery that I ﬁrst
experienced the vast diversity of
Shanghai fare. Strolling along the
uneven sidewalk, dodging mopeds
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and clouds of smoke from cigarettes,
I looked at the ﬂashing signs of the
small storefronts lining the path:
— Xi’an snacks—, Lillian’s
Bakery— pastries with a Portuguese
twist—,
— a Taiwanese bubble
tea chain—,
— Sichuan
dumplings—,
— self-serve
hotpot hailing from Inner Mongolia
—,
— etc. I oen feasted my
eyes on the vast oﬀerings lining
Jinshajiang Road while walking to
the station, but I much preferred the
actual feasting. I became a regular
customer of
, the dumpling
place, a small, thin room that barely
ﬁt seven people during lunchtime.
And when I went to Xi’an during a
school holiday, I already knew
exactly what to order, thanks to the
suggestions I received at
,
the snacks venue.

西

安小吃

点点
川 川 水饺
麻辣烫

等等

川川水饺

西安小吃

According to Shanghai’s 2010
Census, about 39% of Shanghai’s
population are long-term migrants,
more than triple the proportion
from the census in 2000. ese
migrants hail from all over China,
coming to Shanghai for a higher
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quality of life, better education for
their children, and more job
opportunities. e census states that
80% of these migrants travel from
rural areas and most from Sichuan
(west central), Jiangsu (east), Anhui
(also east) and Henan (northeast).
ey have accounted for a majority
of the city's rise in population,
allowing Shanghai, which has a
negative natural growth rate, to swell
to an almost inconceivable 24
million registered residents. is is
not just a movement of labor but
also of culture, ideas and cuisine.
Adding a Little Spice to the Scene
It is easy to understand why so many
small restaurants dot the sidewalks
of Shanghai no matter where you
turn: a megalopolis with more than
three times the number of people
than New York City needs to feed
itself somehow. Gao Xinying, an East
China Normal University freshman
and Shanghai native, says that she
has been able to see a change in the
city’s food scene ever since she was
young.

“When I was little, basically all the
food was local Shanghainese dishes,
Shanghainese restaurants,” said Gao.
“As Shanghai got bigger and bigger, I
began to discover food from every
country and every place in China
became available. Anything you
wanted to eat, you could.”
She commented that, with this trend,
cuisine both became more diverse
Shanghai and this development
improved the quality of food and the
fundamental taste of even the local
joints.
“For example, Shanghai’s ﬂavor is a
little sweet, a little salty, and a little
spicy,” said Gao. “In recent years,
Sichuan food has become popular in
Shanghai and it is very spicy, so
Shanghai people have become more
accustomed to it.”
Gao also mentioned that while
Shanghai residents have become
used to other ﬂavors, so have other
cuisines striven to go along with
their customers’ traditional palates, a
process in Mandarin called
,

本土化

or localization. Ma Lu, one of the
owners of
, my favorite
dumplings source by the university’s
side gate, reﬂected that this fusion of
traditional Shanghai ﬂavor and
migrants’ ﬂavor is becoming more
and more popular throughout the
city.

川 川 水饺

"Anything you wanted
to eat, you could.”
“People want to eat the same food
that they did at home,” said Ma.
“And yet they also want to
experience new ﬂavors. My shop
tries to give them both.”
She explained that her home-cooked
dumplings are the best of all worlds:
a classic Chinese dish, spiced to
Sichuan standards and sweetened to
Shanghai inclinations. I can conﬁrm
from personal experience that all
three characteristics ﬁt very tastily
together.

川 川 水饺

Passing
and continuing to
the Metro, one can easily catch a
train to Changshou Road, home of
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“People want to eat the same
food that they did at home,”
said Ma. “And yet they also
want to experience new
avors. My shop tries to give
them both.”
one of two Friday Muslim markets in
the city. Red tents harbor roasting
lamb meat, steaming potstickers and
pork buns in Uyghur style down a
small street by the Huxi Mosque
before Friday prayer. e Uyghurs
live in Xinjiang, an autonomous
region in the far northwestern
corner of the country, bordering
Mongolia and Kazakhstan with a
large Muslim population. Only about
1.2% of Shanghai’s population are
minorities (not-Han Chinese), but
everyone comes together to share a
bite before returning to work or
heading to pray. Just as quickly as the
tents pop up at 11 a.m., they
disappear at 3 p.m., a short snapshot
of a diﬀerent China over 2000 miles
from the city on the sea.
Mimosas with Sunday Brunch
Shanghai’s migrants don’t just come
from inside the country’s borders.
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Expats from all over the world come
to Shanghai to capitalize on the city’s
booming business and experience its
dynamic lifestyle. Foreign wages are
oen much higher than local
salaries, meaning that recent
graduates to top executives all
beneﬁt from the relatively lower
price of living in China with all the
comforts of a highly developed,
modern city. China’s growing middle
class and Shanghai’s glut of
consumers
have
attracted
international chefs to start their own
restaurants, bars and bakeries to
cater to both nationals and expat
communities. Ever since the ﬁrst
foreign concessions in Shanghai,
these communities have held a place
in Shanghai culture.
Callan Norris owns O’Connor’s Irish
Pub in the far reaches of Pudong, the
ﬁnancial district. is area was really
only built up in the past decade or so
and is not well known for its
nightlife, as most Shanghai residents
live across the Huangpu River in
Puxi. A Scotland native, Norris came
to China 13 years ago because of his

job, traveling around for a few years
before settling in Shanghai. He said
he saw an opportunity to build up a
social scene in Pudong and took it.
“It’s been a blast so far,” said Norris.
“Next year, I am actually leaving my
job and running the bar full time.”
It was a quiet night while I was there:
the patrons included a few American
graduate students sitting at the bar
and a cheery table of Chinese
businessmen at a table sharing a pint
aer work. Norris explained this mix
was normal; his bar acts as a haven
of homey comfort for expats and
students missing more traditional
Western pubs and as a fashionable,
fun and international hang-out for
Chinese residents looking to relax.
Back across the river, a walk through
the former French Concession is like
a walk down an old European
boulevard: brick houses, cobblestone
streets, and multinational faces
enjoying coﬀee at Starbucks and
mimosas with their Sunday brunch.
A Gordon Ramsay Steakhouse on

the le, a La Creperie on the right.
e Shanghai Daily reported in 2015
that Shanghai has an estimated
250,000 foreign residents. at may
only be 1% of the city’s total
population, but the small proportion
has an out-sized presence on the
city’s fashion and food.
A Michelin Mess
is blend of East and West, though,
is not always smooth or equal. In
2016, the Michelin Guide arrived in
Shanghai to judge and award
Michelin stars to the top restaurants
in the city. According to the “Glutton
Guide: Shanghai,” this judgement
was preceded by anticipation and
followed by anger. Most recipients of
stars were Western and Cantonese
(southern Chinese and Hong Kong
style) restaurants and many were
located in hotels rather than on the
streets of the city. Five out of 26
recipients were Shanghainese, while
only three others out of the bunch
came from other regional Chinese
cuisines.
is
dearth
of
Chinese
representation does not mean that
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Chinese restaurants in Shanghai are
inferior to Western joints — my
tastebuds and I will personally vouch
for that. e “Glutton Guide”
postulated that experiencing an
authentic Chinese family-style meal
would have been diﬃcult for
Michelin foodies to experience, as
the judges usually eat alone. Others
simply suggested that the gourmet
critics were culturally ignorant and
unadventurous.
As Shanghai continues to grow —
and it shows no sign of stopping— it
will have to grapple with this
dichotomy between the standards of
East and West. e city is ripe for upand-coming gourmet chefs, but how
many of these high class venues will
be accessible by the migrant workers
streaming in from the rest of the
country? While the Chinese
government advocates for an equal
and prosperous society and works to
reduce the gaps between rural and
urban development, Shanghai is
already one of the world’s fastest
developing cities and a hub of
potential
for
nationals
and
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foreigners. An excursion through
Shanghai’s cuisine lets a visitor trek
throughout China and even the
world.

筷子能力
朋友

So practice your
—
chopstick skills—, grab a
—
friend— and go on a journey. Your
tastebuds will
you.

感谢

By Sierra Colvin, University of California San Diego, CIEE Seoul
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From Meat to Street
By Stephanie Clark, Tulane University CIEE Khon Kaen
A popular street vendor at Khon Kaen University tells her
story about her transition from an unful lled oﬃce worker in
Bangkok to an accomplished business owner.
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Hordes of students gather at the corner of 7-Eleven and U-Center
behind Khon Kaen University every morning. ey line up and
surround Tangachon Chomporn’s popular grilled pork skewers, or
moo bing, stand. is has been a constant sight for the past eight
years.
Before Tangachon started her business, she worked as a secretary for a
garment export company in Bangkok. Her job had uncertain hours
oen forcing her to work late into the night. Her least favorite part of
the job was the insuﬃcient pay, leaving her living from paycheck to
paycheck.
e hope of an increase in income motivated her professional switch.
Before, she rented a single-room apartment with her husband. Since
she began selling moo bing, she has been able to aﬀord two cars and a
house where she now lives with her husband, mother and younger
brother.
“I’m happy I can support my family,” she says.
Aer marrying her husband, Tangachon moved to Khon Kaen where
her mother was living. Tangachon said she wanted to work with her
mom so they could sell moo bing together. Tangachon and her
mother marinate and make 70 chicken moo bing themselves every
night. Because they sell 500 pork moo bing daily, they hire a friend to
prepare the pork.
ere is a high up-front investment for her business, Tangachon says,
including the price of meat, sticks, rice and bags to hold the rice.
Supplies range from 7,000 to 8,000 baht per day, and Tangachon
usually proﬁts 2,000 to 3,000 baht per day.
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However, over the past couple of years, her proﬁt has decreased due
mainly to the opening of other moo bing stands near the U-Center.
When she began, she was the only vendor in the area. Additionally,
her prices have remained the same over the years while the price of
pork has increased from 70 to 115 baht per kilogram.
Despite the drop in proﬁts, Tangachon says she is still happier selling
moo bing than working in an oﬃce. She is, however, considering
another career change. She currently makes a supplementary income
from hiring people to raise cattle in her hometown, Sukhothai. Every
two months, she pays people to raise 40 cows and sells them to a
middleman.

"I'm happy I can support
my family."
Tangachon says she may return to Sukhothai to pursue that business
due to the decreased proﬁts from selling moo bing, but she does not
want to limit herself to a single source of income.
Daily Life
Tangachon’s schedule has changed drastically since she began selling
moo bing. Every day, she gets up at 2 a.m. and prepares sticky rice.
Without fail, Tangachon and her husband arrive at Khon Kaen
University at 4:15 a.m. ey then begin cooking the meat, and
students arrive almost instantly.
“University students don’t like to sleep,” she says.
ere is a steady ﬂow of customers until around 8:30am, when a ﬁnal
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In her free time,
Tangachon
likes to go to
the temple.

rush of students pick up breakfast before heading to class. She and her
husband vend until about 10 a.m. on weekdays and 11 a.m. on
weekends. ey stay until all the moo bing have been sold.
Aer selling out, Tangachon and her husband pack up their supplies
and return home to clean everything from their stand.
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Soon aer, she begins preparing for the next day, which takes up
much of the aernoon and evening. is typically means she has no
time to make meals, so Tangachon snacks on moo bing when she gets
hungry.
Tangachon can ﬁnally go to sleep at 9 p.m., getting ﬁve hours of muchdeserved rest. She describes her profession as “sleepless work,” but
believes her hectic schedule is worthwhile.
“I’m happiest when I am selling moo bing and earning money,”
Tangachon explains. She feels proud to have her own business and
asserts that her life has improved because of it.
Now that she runs her own business, she can take days oﬀ for family
events and to take care of her mom. Her relationship with her family
has never been better now that her occupation allows her to spend
more time with her family.

“I started from scratch with no money,” she says.
“What got me to this point is selling moo bing.”
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Time Spent In e Land
Down Under
And What It’s Taught Me about American Dining
By Kimberly Gaskill, Pennsylvania State University, CIEE
Wollongong
From the moment I arrived in Wollongong, I was in search of
food. e ﬁrst thing I did was contact my Australian buddy in
regards to what my best options were. She responded by
suggesting I catch a bus downtown to check out the city’s cafes.
e same question in the United States would probably elicit a
response geared more towards a sit down restaurant or chain,
such as Chipotle.
But instead of heading downtown, I got oﬀ around campus and
decided to have a look around. I found a nice little cafe towards
the back that served juices, acai bowls, salads and wraps. While
waiting for my food, I couldn't help but ponder how much
healthier this place was compared to the options I have on my
campus.
Going into my third year at Penn State, I can pretty much say I
know the campus like the back of my hand. With over 46,000
students, the campus is far from small. On the 30-minute treks to
class everyday, there are several food options along the way. e
most noticeable food options are bars, chains and sit down
restaurants. Salad spots or cafes are few and far between.
At home last semester, we had quite a few international students
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from countries such as France and Spain. ey would comment
on the portion sizes in America, stating how they couldn't
believe how much food is served in one sitting. I remember
constantly thinking to myself, “Wow. Do we really over-serve to
such a great extent?”
I understood the international students’ amazement towards US
food consumption once I experienced dining in a Wollongong
dorm cafeteria. ere is a hot breakfast oﬀered every other day, a
sandwich-bar for lunch and dinner at night. e staﬀ also puts
out bread and spreads during the aernoon. is option was a
shock for me because my dorm experience back home was
completely diﬀerent.
At Penn State, the dining hall is open from about 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
with a variety of food from numerous sections. Breakfast stations
include omelettes, pancakes, eggs, and cereal. For lunch, options
include sushi, paninis, pizzas, hoagies, salads, burgers/fries and
quesadillas. For dinner, there’s always a themed dinner section,
“home-cooked meals,” as well as the hoagie line, pizza station
and salad bar. In the center, there’s a Starbucks, an ice creamery
and a refrigerated wall of milk, juice and soda.
Food is available at all times of the day at home, but here it’s only
from 7:30 to 10:30 a.m. and 5:30 to 7 p.m.

I remember constantly thinking to myself,
“Wow. Do we really over-serve to such a
great extent?”
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Aer breakfast the ﬁrst day, I was ravenous. Going from eating
ﬁve mini meals a day with some snacks in between to a light
breakfast and a packed sandwich for lunch was really hard.
But it was also eye opening.
Personal experience showed me how much more Americans
generally do eat compared to the rest of the world. Although
from a nutritional standpoint I don't entirely agree with the
concept of a sandwich bar and breakfast options, I do ﬁnd the
dinners to be a breath of fresh air.
Not having fried options available makes you eat the homecooked meals provided. ese meals are fresh and unprocessed
dinners. ere are several meat and vegetarian options, fruits and
vegetables.
Nutritionists worldwide stress the beneﬁts of eating at home to
avoid the high sodium, cholesterol and fat intake at restaurants,
and the options at the dining hall seem to follow these
recommendations. It was nice to see this change, especially as a
soon-to-be nutritionist.
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By Andy Pham, Macalester College, CIEE Khon Kaen
I’m Andy Pham, and this is my foodstagram! I was inspired by
my love of food to curate this page. Here’s me documenting all of
the delectable indulgences being eaten by students studying
abroad in Asia and the Paciﬁc.
Send me a message and a quick caption to be featured on my
page!

Honey toast- What's Khon
Kaen without some bomb
honey toast? anks to
@michellebaik for the
submission!
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Pad See Ewe- Pad See Ewe with
a fried egg (kai dao) on top of
Mt. Doi Suthep and all for a
dollar! anks @spunkyboi47
for a great photo!

Beta House - Who doesn't love
quintessential ai fast food?
Chicken strips with creamy
pepper dipping sauce
.
anks @spunkyboi47!

Brownie Tower - Veni, Vidi, Vici.
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Veggielyf - @sarahewrightt
eats a delicious veggie
noodle soup. Looks
yummy!!! #healthyeating
#veggies #noodles

Vermicelli one - Colorful
vermicelli to be dipped in a
saucy sauce. Plus a side of
eggs and dope veggies!
#yumyuminmytum. Pretty
jealous of you
@michellebaik

23 ice creams - 23 scoops
for a 23 year old Shelby! (3
brownie tarts already
demolished) #shebeliah
#honeytoast #birthdaygal
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Krapow - Crispy pork or krapow
moo (basil pork)? Why not both?
#studyabroadeats #goodeats

Matcha - I love you so #matcha
@beingrachely

Baguette - easy, BRIEzy, beautiful
cover girl. anks @stephclark814!
#laos#laosfood
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Tong Sia
By Sarah Wright, George Washington University, CIEE Khon Kaen
In ai, "tong sia" means diarrhea.

T-that feelin' in your tummy
O-only comes every so oen
N-never a good time
G-gross things from behind
S-said to myself I wouldn’t eat that food again
I- into my tummy you went
A-alas more time on the toilet I spent
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Experiencing Beijing
rough Street Food
By John McCarthy, e College of New Jersey, CIEE Beijing

Chinese food diﬀers greatly from what many outsiders’ norms
are. Beijing does indeed have some unique ﬂavors, but it’s not all
Chinese food. If food variety is what you’re looking for, then a
city like Beijing is a great place to look to. roughout the
Chinese capital are European, North American and South
American cuisines, along with other regional Chinese cuisine.
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Many famous restaurant and fast food chains boom here as well.
As much as these restaurants are thriving, there is one genre of
food that is overlooked. Found on just about every street corner
and in some alleyways are the stands that serve what many know
as “street food.” is food can be found just about anywhere in
Beijing and there is no need to reserve a table.
In Beijing there are generally two types of street food. One type is
served on stands along city streets and sometimes on bridge
crossings. e other type is served on stands in alleyways (called
“hutongs” in Chinese).
Jianbing, or “fried pancake,” is an example of one. It is a mixture
of wheat and egg. Similar to an omelette, many small ingredients
can be added into it. Jianbing is prepared by spreading a liquid
wheat batter along a hot circular stove and mixing in eggs yolks
as it spreads. Once the mixture turns solid, other toppings can be
added, like sauce, diced veggies or diced meat. Aerwards, the
pancake is folded with two spatulas and placed in a paper bag
served piping hot.
Other classics include tomatoes and fruits crystallized in a sweet
syrup and various meat kabobs.
While these street foods seem ideal for an on-the-go meal, some
people believe this kind of food is unsanitary and obstructing
other businesses. Some people living in Beijing prefer other
alternatives.
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“If I don’t have much time, I’d rather go to a cafeteria or café,”
said Yue Er, a graduate student at Peking University. “I want to
eat healthier for lunch and dinner. I’ll only eat street food if I am
really busy.”
China’s Food and Drug Administration’s Food Safety Law require
all food in restaurants to be kept in tidy and clean places away
from any source of pollution or contamination. Keeping their
stalls open in public, street vendors sometimes struggle to
protect their ingredients from exterior contamination. But these
street food options are closing down for more than just public
health.
Emerging from the Wangfujing subway station is a huge
shopping hub with commercial brands like Forever 21 and
original restaurants lining the entire road. All stores close at 9
p.m.. But when one market closes another opens.
Just outside of the main strip lays the famous Wangfujing snack
market. is side-strip has restaurants, stalls and shops where
one can try traditional Chinese food or buy souvenirs. ese
stalls are similar to many street and alleyway stands but appear
bigger and have greater food variety. From just one stall, there
are mala tang, noodles and meat skewers from duck to lamb.
Some stalls sell more exciting foods, like fried scorpion and
centipede on a skewer.
A colorful gate with ancient Chinese design greets each visitor
walking through the entrance. Shops and restaurants continue
far beyond what is visible. e path is illuminated with street
lights and the glow of the signs beside them, while chatter and
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attempts to bargain ﬁll the air. Among the waves of people
walking through the street are others from around the world that
want to experience a part of China.
“I enjoy exploring Chinese markets” said Chiara, an exchange
student from Ireland. “We have a lot of markets like this in
Ireland, but they’re not nearly as authentic.”
Many others agree that Wangfujing’s scene is an amazing
attraction for many people who come to visit Beijing. With the
business success and population, the Wangfujing snack market
has become a booming hub for Beijing visitors who want some
authentic Chinese food and tokens. Developed and traditional,
this site provides an amazing experience for all.
Go back about 12 hours to the morning. Across from another
tourist attraction, the 798 Art District, is a lively alleyway known
as “Da Shan Zi She Qu” in the center of several apartment
complexes. Simple stands and hole in the wall restaurants are
spread out on both sides.
Similar to Wangfujing, there
are many authentic Chinese
foods that can be eaten on the
go. It is obvious that this
alleyway caters mainly to
people passing through.
Among the stalls that serve
meals like jianbing are people
selling vegetables and meat
cuts available to take home.
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ere are other non-Chinese food like naan, an Indian ﬂatbread
dish that can stuﬀed or served on it’s own.
“ere are very few foreigners because of the language barrier,”
said a biscuit salesman. “It’s mostly residents and a few students.”
Some of the vendors here
were made to move by
police orders. e
biscuit salesman was
originally stationed in a
park in Sanyuanqiao not
far from Da Shan Zi She
hu and the 798 Art
District.
However, policemen forced him to relocate. To continue his
business, a place near the 798 Art District seemed ideal due to
the constant ﬂux of people.
In this alley, there are also those
who serve food from their own
home. Just outside the alley where
the market ends and the housing
starts is a homemade family run
breakfast shop that sells vegetable
and meat dumplings.
Next to their kitchen are three
tables and a few chairs for a
comfortable sit-down breakfast.
For three months they have been
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living and selling dumplings to hungry patrons, most of which
are oﬃce workers.
“ere are few apartments as simple as this,” explained the owner
of the shop.
When people think of China, many think of broad markets that
sell extravagant looking food and products. ese products can
come in the form of rare bug kababs or good luck bracelets with
characters inscribed on each bead. is view has made famous
night markets popular and has brought people from around the
world to experience them.
For an outsider, authenticity is diﬃcult to distinguish just by
sight. e sight of Chinese characters decorated on bracelets and
clothing and the colorful painted archway can evoke certain
memories for some, but for outsiders authenticity can almost
always be determined through taste.
While street stands and food in China may not look as
extravagant as the stalls and cuisine in night markets like
Wangfujing, they are equally as authentic. As businesses in China
boom more and more, there is less room for the quaint street
carts on the street corners or in alleyways. ere is little choice
for them but to simply pack together and look “authentic,” trying
to provide the truest Chinese experience possible.
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Dinner Date with Ashley
By Ashley Malinias, Babson College, CIEE Seoul
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